fab FLOORS
Laminate Wood Floors
Why choose laminate for my floor?
You are still undecided on what to place on the floor of your home. You want something
that will have a different look, but not the kind that borders on the weird. You like the
classy appeal of hardwood, but you also want the effects that can be given by vinyl. Plus,
you want the luxuriousness that can be reflected by engineered floors. To get a little bit of
everything, your best option is to look for the hybrid type, which is known as laminate
flooring. At the surface, this type of floor embellishment has two thin sheets of paper that
contain melamine. This layer has the photograph of wood grain and is then covered with
a transparent layer that can withstand any forces, such as your pets, heavy furniture, high
heels and many more. Underneath the picture of wood, there lies a wood chip composite
that measures almost half inch.
Because laminate flooring doesn’t need to be nailed down, this is also referred to as
floating floor.
A weakness of laminate floors is that these floors cannot be sanded or refinished when
they become heavily worn, unlike real and solid hardwood. If the material no longer
looks good, your only option is to replace such.
Despite this, many people opt for this type because of its tough surface. It has more
resistance to dent and scratches than wood. Its tough surface can also be trusted to resist
stains, which is why this is easy to maintain and clean. There is no need to apply floor
wax on it and you can just vacuum or damp mop to make sure
that the floor stays clean.
Links to suppliers: www.kronopol.com ,
www.trinloc.net , www.alloc.com

Some Laminate Floor Colours to choose from :

